
 

Innovation and the Next BHS 
Now that the Town of Brookline has officially        

designated the site of the Baldwin School in Chestnut         
Hill as the location for the ninth Brookline elementary         
school, attention now shifts to BHS and our need for new           
space to accommodate the increases in enrollment that        
are due to arrive in the high school over the next many            
years. As we plan for this physical change, we are also           
thinking about how teaching and learning might change,        
too, over the coming years. What might classrooms of         
the future look like? Will the future even require         
classrooms? How will the role of teachers and resources         
change, and how will this impact our needs for this          
physical facility we call “school”? 

The recent re-building of Newton North High       
School offers us one model for this school of the future.           
In Newton’s new facility, there’s a great deal of space          
devoted to maker labs, shops for vocational classes, and         
more room for extra curricular programs such as theatre         
and dance. Newton’s expansive (and expensive!)      
campus is designed to provide its students with more         
opportunities to develop non-traditional skills--while still      
retaining plenty of room for a more traditional, college         
prep program.  

But this is only one model, a model in which the           
high school facility attempts to provide all things (well, a          
lot of things) to all people. It’s a model that, were           
Brookline to follow it, would probably require the        
construction of a second high school facility and the         
massive re-design of our current space. 

Another model--one that’s more in line with the        
work of the Office of Ingenuity’s vision--is for the High          
School to reach into the community to establish        
partnerships and take advantage of existing opportunities       
(and spaces) rather than trying to provide them by and for           
ourselves. Rather than a huge fortress that contains its         
own, self-sufficient world, this alternative model      
suggests a more outward-facing, interconnected     
ecosystem that brings school and Town together as a         
symbiotic organism. 

But how would this work? 
For starters, we would have to recognize that the         

High School does not need to be the sole provider of           
meaningful secondary education. The Town of      
Brookline is incredibly fortunate to have a wide range of          
resources--institutions and individuals--who have so     
much to offer our students. Partnerships with local        
colleges, businesses, museums, restaurants, hospitals, and      
programs (from art programs to community assistance)       
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could provide innumerable opportunities for students to       
learn and contribute in ways that classroom learning        
cannot approach. To take but two examples: the        
Brookline Teen Center currently offers ways for students        
to learn engineering, music production, freight farming,       
martial arts, yoga, and more; Brookline Interactive Group        
(BIG) runs classes in video production, television       
production, virtual reality, audio design, digital      
storytelling, and podcasting.  

These formal learning opportunities are only the       
beginning, however. Student historians are needed at       
Hebrew Senior Life to record the stories of residents         
(including those of a woman who marched with MLK in          
Selma and a long-time member of the Boston Symphony         
Orchestra) and learn how to create and manage an         
historical archive; student filmmakers are needed to edit        
hours and hours of recently discovered videos from        
Holocaust survivors who were interviewed during the       
1990s; student statisticians are needed to create data        
visualizations to help Town officials and residents make        
sense of the reams of data the Town collects each year;           
student chefs are needed to design and create meals for          
low income residents who must rely on the food pantries;          
student journalists are needed to expand the Tab’s        
coverage of local issues so as to include a far wider range            
of voices; and more. 

The Office of Ingenuity has begun to tap into         
some of these generous resources: BTC and BIG, but         
also places like The House of Colors on Washington         
Street, the local investment firm ASCIPedersen,      
Chestnut Hill Realty, Green Line Growers, DreamStar       
Studios, Brookline Early Education Program, BEEP, and       
others. 

 
 
 

The motto etched in stone at my high school         
alma mater (Lower Merion High School, in Wynnewood,        
PA] reads, “Enter to learn; go forth to serve.” It was           
carved in the early 1900s. As we venture forth into the           
second (and soon the third) decade of the 21st century, it           
may well be time to move beyond the model of the           
school house as the central and primary site of learning.          
The internet has pushed this model to the breaking point          
already.  At BHS, we are ready to take this next leap 
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Engineering/Entrepreneurship 
Planning Team Meets 

 
As part of our effort to identify       
common practices and language    
around innovation, the Engineering    
Design Team (Aubrey Love, Glen     
Gurner, and Andrew Maglathlin) and     
the Entrepreneurship Team (Brittany    
Stevens and Elon Fischer) met with      
Steve Chinosi--Director of Strategic    
Innovation for the Andover Public     
Schools and founder of of Newton      
North’s Innovation Lab--on November    
1st in the FabLab. Together, the group       
identified two major areas of focus: 1)       
providing students with the tools     
needed to develop ideas, projects, and      
designs on their own; and 2) giving       
students enough freedom to pursue     
their own interests within these     
frameworks. As teachers in other     
project-based courses have discovered,    
many students are not used to the       
open-ended nature of some of this      
innovative work, and while they have      
certainly been lead through project     
design practices such as brainstorming,     
planning, project management,   
feedback cycles, prototyping, and    
testing, they have rarely carried these      
out under their own direction.     
Students need independence to be     
successful in this sort of innovation      
(the group agreed), but many students      
lack a strong foundation in how to       
manage this independence. Chinosi    
points to this--manageable   
independence--as the key to this sort      
of innovative work, so, as we go       
forward, it’s clear that we must be       
intentional in how we build this into       
our new classes. 
 

 
 

Staff Participates in Design 
Thinking Workshop 

Fifty BHS staff members participated     
in a Design Thinking “crash course”      
let by (BHS alumna) Lucy Schachter,      
Design Strategist at Fidelity Investors,     
Boston. Schachter lead the group     
through the design challenge, “How     
might we improve the laundry     
experience?” as a way to introduce the       
staff to the five stages of Design       
Thinking (Empathy, Definition,   
Ideation, Prototyping, Testing), a    
human-centered design method   
currently used at Fidelity and by a       
wide range of entrepreneurs, social     
entrepreneurs, designers,  
organizations, and action groups. The     
group is considering how the practices      
of Design Thinking might serve as a       
foundation for future planning and     
collaborative work--both in individual    
classrooms and school wide.    
Schachter explained to the group that      
the world our students are moving into       
is dominated by “ambiguous    
problems,” problems that require more     
than a series of sequential, logical, and       
known steps to solve. Instead, she      
explained, today’s problems require a     
deep understanding of individual,    
human experiences. For problems of     
this nature, Design Thinking offers a      
promising way forward. Soon the staff      
will convene to consider ways that we       
might move forward to develop a      
possible Design Thinking Lab and     
other resources. 
 

Office of Innovation Awarded $800 
to Start Bike Repair Program 

Last week, the Office of Ingenuity was       
awarded an $800 grant to purchase      
tools and supplies to start up a bicycle        
repair program in the basement of the       
Unified Arts Building, a program that      
we hope to begin in the next two        
weeks. This project--under the    
direction of Elijah Evans, Social     
Studies teacher in the ACE     
Program--will teach students the    
basics of bike repair and maintenance      
and will service the bikes of BHS       
students, staff, and community    
members. Once we get this program      
up and running, our hope is to build it         
into a larger facility for building bikes,       
for buying and selling used bikes, and       
for supporting bike-related social    
action projects, following the model of      
Bikes not Bombs in JP. Look for       
announcements of the shop’s opening,     
coming soon. 
 

 
 

Fashion Design Program Begins 
The Office of Ingenuity is now      
supporting the efforts of five BHS      
students to work with Michelle     
Muhlbaum-Aviksis, Director of   
Brookline’s House of Colors art     
studio, to establish a fashion design      
and production program. The    
students, current freshmen and    
sophomores, hope to develop their     
skills in drawing, design, sewing,     
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production, fabrics, and other related     
areas to prepare themselves for     
possible careers in the fashion     
industry. In addition to classes with      
Ms. Muhlbaum-Aviksis, students will    
meet and work with local community      
members who are connected to the      
fashion industry and (we hope) open a       
production studio of their own at the       
Brookline Teen Center. We are     
actively recruiting members--both   
male and female--to expand this     
program and hope to be able to offer a         
series of fashion-related talks and     
workshops in the Spring. 
 

 
 

BHS Start Up Incubator 
Representatives of the Office of     
Ingenuity and the Brookline Teen     
Center have begun meeting with Palle      
Pedersen and Alex Shah, Brookline     
parents and active venture capitalists,     
about plans for a Brookline teen      
start-up incubator program. This    
incubator will work with students’     
own ideas, help develop them into      
marketable and scalable designs, and     
then help then navigate the world of       
start up companies. Students will     
learn about different elements of the      
incubator process, including product    
and concept development, business    
planning, marketing, sales, team    
building, and copyright laws (among     
other things). Our initial plan is to       
initiate the work of this incubator by       
holding a student hackathon in     

December as a way to help students       
develop ideas that they can bring      
forward to the incubator funders once      
we’re ready to get down to work       
(January, 2017). 
 

Water Sensor Project 
Senior Ben Thomas is now ready to       
roll out his water sensor, one of the        
very first developments from the joint      
BHS/Brookline Teen Center   
engineering team. These sensors will     
monitor water use throughout BHS     
and report the results in real time. The        
data will be used to better understand       
use patterns and, over the long run,       
reduce our water consumption. This     
engineering team, lead by Paul     
Miller-Schmidt, Erik Nakamora, and    
others, is currently working on a      
number of other innovative technology     
projects that should be ready to roll out        
in the next several months. 
 

Mentoring 
We’ve received approval to go     
forward with a small career mentoring      
pilot program that will run out of the        
Career Guidance Center. We’ve    
selected the first group of students for       
this pilot, twelve sophomores and     
juniors from the Steps-to-Success    
program, and have begun identifying     
career interests and possible mentors.     
This program will begin for semester      
two of this school year. 
 
 

Stocking Market Investing 
Competition 

The office of Ingenuity is partnering      
with the BHS Finance Club to sponsor       
the first BHS Stock Market Game      
tournament. So far, twenty-six    
students have signed up to participate      
in this web-based contest. Each     
contestant starts with an imaginary (!!)      
bankroll of $100,000 to invest in the       

actual New York Stock Exchange via      
virtual trading company MarketWatch.    
Information about the contest,    
up-to-the-minute stock reports, and the     
weekly contest leaderboard will be     
posted for all to view in the front        
entrance to the BHS library. The      
contest is ongoing and will run      
through January. Interested   
student-investors should contact Ms.    
Stevens 
(brittany_stevens@psbma.org) to get   
login information and get started.     
School-wide fame and prizes to the      
winners! 
 

 
 
Food Justice: Donating “Unwanted 

Sides” 
Due to recent changes in the federal       
government’s school lunch program,    
all students who purchase lunch in the       
BHS cafeteria are required to pick up       
three “sides”--fruit, packaged chips,    
packaged craisins, and other snack     
fare. Often students who buy this      
lunch take these sides only because      
they are required to do so, placing the        
sides in an “unwanted sides” bin and       
returned for re-stocking at the end of       
each lunch block. However, starting     
the week of November 14th, the BHS       
Food Justice Program will be     
transforming this wasteful practice    
into a boon for the new food pantry at         
the Egmont public housing facility.     
Students from the Food Justice     
program will offer their fellow     
students a chance to donate their      
unwanted sides directly to the food      
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pantry, and the students will deliver      
the snacks to the food pantry each       
week. In addition to providing much      
needed snack food to the pantry, these       
students will also be making their      
peers aware of the problem of food       
insecurity in Brookline as well as      
cultivating a habit of philanthropic     
giving among the student body. 
 

 
 

Bicimachinas Comes to BHS 
On Thursday, November 10th, BHS     
was visited by Carlos Marroquin of      
Bici-Tech of Guatemala. Marroquin is     
the founder and director of a company       
that works with indigenous peoples of      
Guatemala to transform bicycles and     
bicycle parts into “bicimachinas”    
(“bicycle-machines”)--that is, pedal   
powered machines that local families     
and workers can use to perform a       
variety of labor-intensive tasks without     
interrupting cultural traditions or    
contributing to environmental   
degradation. Marroquin’s visit was    
organized by Glen Gurner    
(woodworking teacher) and the CTE     
department. Gurner will attend    
Bici-Tech’s workshop this summer to     
learn more about the creation of      
bicimachinas, with the goal of creating      
a class in human-powered design for      
BHS students in the near future. This       
important work combines engineering,    
understanding of indigenous culture,    
environmentalism, translation skills,   

human-centered design, and building    
skills. 
 

VR Academy Working on Virtual 
Tour of BHS 

At the end of October, six BHS       
students completed BIG’s first Virtual     
Reality workshop series and have     
begun work on a virtual tour of BHS.        
Students learned how to use the Rikoh       
Theta and the Nikon Keymission 360,      
the latest in VR technology, generating      
content that can be viewed on the HTC        
Vive in interactive 3D. Students will      
soon be learning how to use the Unity        
programming language so that they     
can create games and experiences for      
this platform, which is now available      
for student, staff and community use      
during BIG’s open VR studio hours. 
 
 
Please spread the word! 
  
Please support these projects! 
  
Help the Office of Ingenuity     
bring (more) innovation to    
BHS! 
  
Questions? 
Ideas? 
Want to get involved? 
  
Contact: 
Elon_Fischer@psbma.org 
 


